
Moleular simulation of �uid dynamis on the nanosaleJadran Vrabe∗, Elmar Baumhögger, Andreas Elsner, Martin Horsh,Zheng Liu (刘峥), Svetlana Miroshnihenko, Azer Nazdraji¢ & Thorsten WindmannThermodynamis and Energy Tehnology Laboratory (ThEt),University of Paderborn, Warburger Str. 100, 33098 Paderborn, GermanyKeywords: Moleular dynamis, boundary slip, miroporous and nanoporous mediaAbstrat: Moleular dynamis simulation is applied to Poiseuille �ow of liquid methane in planargraphite hannels, overing hannel diameters between 3 and 135 nm. On this length sale, a transitionis found between the regime where loal ordering indued by the wall dominates the entire system andlarger hannel diameters where the in�uene of boundary slip is still present, but of a more limited extent.The validity of Dary's law for pressure-driven �ow through porous media is not a�eted by the transitionbetween these regimes.On the nanometer length sale, ontinuum ap-proahes like the Navier-Stokes equation breakdown, f. Karnidiakis et al. (2005). Therefore, thestudy of nanosopi transport proesses requires amoleular point of view and preferably the appli-ation of moleular dynamis (MD) simulation.In the past, MD ould be applied to small sys-tems with a few thousand partiles only, due tothe low apaity of omputing equipment. Con-sequently, a large gap between MD simulation re-sults on the one hand and experimental results aswell as alulations based on ontinuum methodswas present. The onstant inrease in availableomputational power is eliminating this barrier,and the harateristi length of the systems aes-sible to MD simulation approahes mirometers,see also Bernreuther and Vrabe (2005) for a dis-ussion of e�ient massively parallel simulationalgorithms and their implementation.The present work deals with the �ow behaviorof liquid methane, modeled by the trunated andshifted Lennard-Jones (LJTS) potential, f. Allenand Tildesley (1987), on�ned between graphitewalls. While the LJTS potential an also be ap-plied to the interation between the solid walland the �uid, the arbon struture itself is mod-eled using a resaled variant of the Terso� (1988)multi-body potential. The unlike interation pa-rameters of the LJTS potential ating betweenmethane and arbon were determined aording tothe Lorentz-Berthelot ombination rule with theLennard-Jones parameters of Wang et al. (2000)for `pure' sp2 on�gured arbon.MD simulations of methane on�ned between
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graphite walls with up to 4,800,000 interationsites, i.e. arbon atoms and methane moleules,were onduted while the hannel diameter wasvaried to inlude both the boundary-dominatedregime and the transition to the ontinuumregime. A pressure gradient was indued by anexternal gravitation-like aeleration ating on allmethane moleules and a fore in the opposite di-retion ating on the arbon atoms of the graphitewall. The �ow was regulated using a proportional-integral ontroller suh that the wall veloity waszero while the �uid reahed a spei�ed average ve-loity.The �uid-solid interation indues a loal or-dering in the viinity of the wall. For hanneldiameters below 5 nm, f. Fig. 1, this e�et de-termines the struture of the entire system. Theresulting veloity pro�le is a�eted by the loalstruture and therefore does not exhibit an ex-atly paraboli shape. However, aggregated quan-tities suh as the slip veloity and the slip length,serving as boundary onditions for higher-orderCFD methods and in partiular for Navier-Stokessolvers, an be determined by extrapolating aparaboli �t as shown in Fig. 2.For hannel diameters between 20 and 50 nm,the boundary slip undergoes a qualitative transi-tion, f. Fig. 3. In an extremely narrow hannelthe regular ordering of the �uid moleules due tothe viinity of the wall entirely dominates not onlythe stati struture, but also the �uid dynamis.With respet to the harateristi diretion of thesystem, this highly ordered struture does not sup-port the extreme veloity gradient that would beimplied by the no-slip ondition.However, down to moleular length sales, thepressure drop −∆p/∆z is approximately propor-



Figure 1: Density pro�le for liquid methane at atemperature of 175 K in on�ned within a planargraphite hannel with a diameter of 3 nm fromMD simulation, averaged over the time intervalsfrom 60 to 120 ps (� �) and from 420 to 480 ps(�) after simulation onset.

Figure 2: MD simulation results (�) with aparaboli �t (· · ·) for the veloity pro�le duringPoiseuille �ow of liquid methane through a planargraphite hannel with a diameter of 8.5 nm for anaverage �ow veloity of 50 m/s at a density of 19
± 1 mol/l in the entral region of the hannel anda temperature of 166.3 K.tional to the average veloity v̄z and inverselyproportional to the ross-setionional area of thehannel, f. Fig. 3, in agreement with Dary's law.Therefore, it an be onluded that the qualitativetransition between boundary-dominated laminar�ow and laminar �ow whih is only in�uened byboundary slip to a ertain extent is not re�etedby a orresponding hange for the e�etive adhe-sive fores ating between the �uid and the solid.The authors would like to thank M. Bern-reuther (Stuttgart), M. Buhholz (Munih), J.Harting (Eindhoven), H. R. Hasse (Kaisers-lautern), S. Jakirli¢ (Darmstadt), and T.-H. Yen(Tainan) for tehnial support as well as fruitful
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Figure 3: Pressure drop −∆p in terms of v̄z andthe hannel length ∆z (top) as well as slip velo-ity in terms of v̄z (bottom), for Poiseuille �ow ofsaturated liquid methane at a temperature of T =166.3 K and average veloities v̄z of 10 m/s (ir-les) and 30 m/s (bullets), in dependene of thehannel width; solid line: Dary's law.


